ABSTRACT To overcome the dilemma in unicompartmental knee arthroplasty (UKA) revision caused by the degeneration of knee articular osteochondral tissue in the untreated compartment, this paper presents and validates a reliable system to evaluate which osteoarthritis patients may suffer revision after having UKA. We conducted a retrospective cohort study by collecting all revision cases available (n = 11) and randomly selecting 74 UKA cases to keep the revision prevalence of almost 14%. The finite element method was first applied to calculate the strain biomechanical features. We then simulated strains of each tissue node induced by the contact force during gait for five movement points through the stance phase of walking. The biological factors such as C-reactive protein and patient's behaviors such as pre-and post-operative maximum strains change during gait, body mass index (BMI), and age were combined and analyzed with the kernel least mean square (KLMS) method. These data were used to model the relationships among the biomechanical, biological factor, and patient's behaviors to predict the risk of UKA revision. The five-fold cross-validation was conducted to assess the prediction accuracy. As a result, the average prediction accuracy for correctly predicting UKA revision was 90.69% for all cases, providing substantial evidence that this model can serve as a potential tool in decision-making for UKA surgical planning. Although knee cartilage micro-degeneration cannot be measured directly in vivo to evaluate the risk of UKA revision, the process can be estimated by combining biomechanical, biological factor, and patient's behaviors in a statistical learning model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Knee Osteoarthritis (OA) is a progressive disease of the joints resulting from an imbalance between cartilage degradation and repair. It can lead to a loss of joint function, substantial morbidity and disability [1] . Patients with OA who require knee arthroplasty is increasing every year. Patient selection is critical for the long-term success of UKA. In clinical practice, doctors monitor cases subjectively by x-ray data with severe osteoarthritis to determine whether those patients need surgery immediately or not, whereas CT data is primarily used to guide UKA surgery. The strict selection criteria [2] of UKA is designed for patients with arthritic wear limited to a single medial or lateral tibiofemoral compartment. For example, (1) wear phenomena from degenerative osteoarthritis or
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Linbo Qing. aseptic necrosis; (2) a body mass index (BMI) no more than 30 kg/m 2 ; (3) minimal pain at rest, and < 10 • varus deformity. Patients who satisfy these conditions make up about 15-20% of knee arthroplasty candidates diagnosed by most surgeons. Ideally, to prevent the risk of rapid extension of OA to the untreated compartment, UKA should be done before wear phenomena appear in the untreated compartment. However, in clinical practice, degenerative changes in the opposite compartment are evaluated based on CT or X-ray scans, which cannot identify minor damage in cartilages. Existing minor degeneration in the untreated/opposite compartment increases the risk of UKA failure. Genetic, metabolic and mechanical loading factors have been considered the causes of knee OA. Contributing factors such as joint angular deformity, age, obesity, trauma, repetitive loading, etc. are all mechanical-related [3] . Unicompartmental knee arthroplasty (UKA) [4] , [5] is an effective procedure to relieve pain, restore knee function, and improve quality of life for patients with end stage knee OA. It has been used for many years to treat OA in patients with degenerative changes in a single knee compartment. Compared to total knee arthroplasty (TKA) [6] , UKA has several advantages, including reduced blood loss, decreased surgical costs, reduced perioperative morbidity, increased post-surgical knee range of motion, and shorter post-operative recovery and rehabilitation. Recently, robotic-assisted technology [7] - [9] has been developed to facilitate UKA surgical procedures. Preoperative CT scans document the knee joint anatomy; then robot-assisted device uses those data to precisely position the prosthetic components [10] - [12] . However, successful outcomes for UKA require proper patient selection [13] and meticulous surgical technique to avoid the need for later revision and a TKA.
According to the Swedish knee arthroplasty registry [14] , 1,622 patients had revisions after UKA for OA, meaning that about 14% of patients need revision during the 3-5 years after UKA. Reasons for UKA revision are multiple [15] . Many of them are mechanically related, for example sinking, aseptic loosening, and progression of osteoarthritis. The mechanical behavior of articular osteochondral tissue varies with loading force, which is the contact force between femur and knee articular osteochondral tissue. After UKA surgery, the loading force is mainly contributed from the altered femoral bicondylar angles and body weight. If the opposite/untreated compartment carries minor cartilage damage, excessive strain on the damaged cartilage will accelerate its degeneration and leads to early failure of UKA. The current selection of UKA patients based on the results from CT/X-ray scan only raises questions. Therefore, to make the objective decision for a UKA failure, we established a statistical model to describe the relationship between the biomechanical features and the risk of UKA revision. By take the biomechanical features into account in this model, the biomechanical behaviors of knee articular osteochondral tissue composed of meniscus and cartilage layers in the opposite compartment of UKA Patients can be accurately characterized. This information can be modelled to reveal the UKA fail due to biomechanical factors when the OA patients have UKA. That because we hypothesize the cartilage is microdamaged in the untreated compartment on account of initial stage of osteoarthritis degeneration, but the meniscus is considered to be intact in this stage. The biomechanical information of knee articular osteochondral tissue in the untreated compartment following virtual correction can be accurately simulated by integrating a FEM with statistical learning model.
To prevent the risk of rapid extension of OA to the untreated compartment, UKA should be done to restore the patient's constitutional axis before wear phenomena appear in the untreated compartment. Delays in UKA increase the risk of failure of UKA due to micro degeneration and local inflammation of cartilage in the untreated compartment. Plate et al. [16] found that obesity has no effect on outcomes following UKA. This suggests that there is no direct relationship between patients' body weight and need for revision.
However, the impact of UKA on knee articular osteochondral tissue in the contralateral compartment may vary from case to case due to different contact forces during gait and patients' unique biological factors. Zhang et al. [17] calculated the contact force based mainly on the femoral bicondylar angle change generated by UKA and the individual's body weight when the patient was standing.
In this study, a statistical model was established to describe the relationships among the biomechanical information, biological factors and patient's behavior to predict the risk of UKA revision. The novelty of the proposed approach lies in: (1) . calculating maximum biomechanical changes in preand post-operative strains on knee articular osteochondral tissue during gait as one assessment of patient's behaviors; (2) . consideration of biological factors such as CRP and patient's other behavior including BMI and age; and (3). use of a Kernel Least Mean Square (KLMS) [18] statistical model to combine these factors into a model to predict the risk of UKA revision for patients with knee OA.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate whether biomechanical, biological factors and human behaviors can be used to predict which patients will require revision after UKA. We hypothesize that excessive strain, biological and human factors will cause surgical failure after UKA. Thus we proposed to study the biomechanical properties, biological and behavior factors in patients who needs UKA revision. C-reactive protein (CRP) [19] is a routine laboratory screening test for potential infection in OA patients. Previous studies demonstrated that the production of CRP is stimulated by cytokines, particularly interleukin-6 (IL-6) [20] - [23] . After feature ranking, C-reactive protein (CRP) with the highest weight was selected as a potential infection measurement in OA patients for training model. We hypothesize that CRP, as a measure of an acute phase response and inflammation, can be used as a measure of inflammation of the knee articular osteochondral tissue in the untreated compartment, and be used as a biological factor that will affect the probability of revision. We provide the simulated strain change information of a new patient with other factors such as CRP, BMI and age preoperatively as input to the trained KLMS model to predict risk of UKA revision for that patient. Thus CRP as an important factor in our model is applied both in training and prediction procedure. Regarding behavior factors that can influence UKA outcomes, we also choose factors that reflect intensity of activity for an individual, including maximum strains change during gait, body mass index (BMI) and age. Gait cycle analysis during walking associated with body weight was used to simulate average kinematics and kinetics in patients after UKA. preoperative and postoperative X-ray data; and 2) extraction of pre-and post-operative strain change using the FEM approach, where the strain is generated by contact force calculated by patient body weight and femoral bicondylar angle change after UKA during gait cycle.
II. METHODS
Extraction of biomechanical features was refined using the approach developed in [17] : 1) segmentation of knee articular osteochondral tissue from CT data; 2) assignment of material properties for multiple layers of tissue; 3) generating knee articular osteochondral tissue mesh data for FEM calculation; 4) simulating five movement points through the stance phase of walking during gait cycle, and calculating contact force based on individual patients' body weight and femoral bicondylar angle change caused by surgical correction; and 5) extracting data on maximum changes in pre-and post-operative strains during gait cycle by FEM, along with the data from step 2 and the calculated contact force.
In the training phase of Fig. 1 , we use KLMS [18] to model the relationships among biomechanical factors (maximum strain change), biological factor and patient's behaviors for the UKA revision risk prediction. In the prediction and validation phases, changes in maximum strain during gait are extracted from preoperative data and virtual knee center line correction of UKA from FEM [17] . Furthermore, we provide the simulated strain change information of a new patient with other factors such as CRP, BMI and age preoperatively as input to the trained KLMS model to predict risk of UKA revision for that patient. Finally, five-fold cross validation was implemented to assess the performance of this proposed system.
In order to consider how patients' behavior affects UKA revision risk, five points through the stance phase of walking were simulated via kinematics and kinetics. We first measured changes in femoral bicondylar angles from pre-operative and post-operative X-ray images, and then calculated the contact force on knee articular osteochondral tissue based on ground reaction force and femoral bicondylar angle change after UKA. Afterwards, the contact force was used to calculate the strains by FEM during gait cycle in the knee articular osteochondral tissue mesh data, generated from pre-operative CT images as below.
A. PARTICIPANTS
This retrospective cohort study was approved by the institutional review board (IRB00025566) of Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center. For biomechanical analysis, we collected all revision cases available (n = 12, with laboratory screening test records) during 2008-2013 and randomly selected 74 other UKA cases to keep the prevalence of UKA revision at about 14%, as reported in the Swedish knee arthroplasty registry [14] for the general population. Among the 86 cases, 40 were males and 46 were females. Ages ranging from 62 to 91 yrs, with an average age of 73 yrs. The average body mass index (BMI) was 30.6 kg/m2, ranging from 18.5 to 39.7 kg/m2. The average time difference between the primary operation and revision is 27.5 months, ranging from 20 to VOLUME 7, 2019 36 months. Pre-operative CT scans, pre-and post-operative X-rays, body weight, and Oxford Knee Score [24] , [25] (followed for 24-48 months), were collected at our medical center. We used follow-up information for each patient as ground truth to confirm patient selection.
The Oxford Knee Score is a validated instrument widely used to assess outcomes of UKA surgery. It is a self-completed questionnaire with 12 questions about patients' daily activities. The answer to each question is scored from 4 (normal function) to 0 (extreme difficulty). The global score is the sum of all 12 items scoring from 0-48. A revision procedure is recommended when the global score is between 0-29, which indicates moderate to severe knee arthritis. We noticed that some patients whose scores were below 29 have a diagnosis of chronic pain syndrome and may not benefit from further surgery. They are excluded in current study.
B. IMPUTATION OF MISSING DATA AND CLASSIFICATION BASE ON CLINICAL FACTORS
In order to investigate whether just clinical factors can discriminate two clinical outcome groups of OA patients: 'UKA only' and 'UKA revision', we extracted totally 61 clinical factors (Supplement S1)from our Epic electronic health record system for classification. Among these clinical factors, the missing values rate is less than 20% for all randomly selected patients (Supplement S2). We imputed missing values by weighted K-nearest neighbors (KNNimpute) [26] - [28] method (described in the Supplement S3). Then support vector machine (SVM) [29] was employed for the classification. SVM finds a separating hyperplane with the maximal margin between the two classes. It can also assign a weight to each feature and rank the features accordingly by using F-score [29] , which is a technique to measure the discrimination of two sets of data. After feature ranking, the top features include C-reactive protein (CRP) [19] , Body Mass Index (BMI) and age were selected. C-reactive protein (CRP) [19] with the highest weight was selected as a potential infection measurement in OA patients for training model. The 5-fold cross-validation accuracy was 66.9% with all clinical factors in discriminating the two clinical outcome groups. This classification results showed that only clinical factors from clinical routine examination fail to predict the risk of UKA revision [30] - [32] . Thus we studied the biomechanical properties for accurately predicting the early failure of UKA [17] in this paper.
C. PATIENTS BEHAVIOR BASED FEATURE EXTRACTION AND SELECTION
In order to consider how patients' behavior affects UKA revision risk, five points through the stance phase of walking were simulated via kinematics and kinetics [33] , which is shown in Fig. 2 . The applied load (i.e. ground reaction force) was scaled by subject body weight (BW): (a). heel strike (walking heel, 35% BW); (b). between heel strike and midstance (walking heel-mid, 213% BW); (c). mid-stance (walking mid, 140% BW); (d). between mid-stance and toe-off (walking mid-toe, 239% BW); and (e). toe-off (walking toe, 15% BW).
Using the method in [17] , we first measured changes in femoral bicondylar angles from pre-operative and postoperative X-ray images, and then calculated the contact force on knee articular osteochondral tissue based on ground reaction force and femoral bicondylar angle change after UKA. Afterwards, the contact force was used to calculate the strains by FEM during gait cycle in the knee articular osteochondral tissue mesh data, generated from pre-operative CT images.
The displacement boundary condition consists of the displacements of all the boundary nodes lied in bone parts, will be simulated by FEM via adding a loading force on top surface and fixing a bottom surface of knee articular osteochondral tissue mesh data.
Individual biomechanical information, such as changes in strains pre-and post-operation, was extracted as biomechanical features. Both stress and displacement have dense relations with strain, so the strain was used as biomechanical feature in this work. Since we merely focused on the untreated compartment of knee joint which did not undergo arthroplasty surgery, only nodes lying on the opposite compartment of the knee joint were selected for calculation. The FEM model was implemented into ANSYS 12.0 software (ANSYS Inc, Cecil Township, PA). Material parameters such as Young's modules E and Poisson's ratio υ were determined as in [17] . Isotropic elastic constitutive equations can be implemented for invariants of the deformation tensor or the Green Strain and structural tensors.
To measure the strain differences pre-operation and postoperation, we chose n = 4, 865 nodes from hexahedral elements on the opposite compartment of the knee joint. Each node has a strain vector of length six. Strain data for the 4,865 selected nodes were stacked together (4865 × 6 = 29190) to generate the pre-operative strain vector X FEM with ANSYS Workbench software combines finite element theory with real-world practice. ANSYS Workbench are providing an introduction to finite element modeling and analysis for those with no prior experience on FEM. Thus, an unrelated scientist would be able to replicate their analysis. After FEM analysis, all tissue elements with strains features are categorized systematically and indicated in the following color map. Fig. 3 presents the strain distribution of knee articular osteochondral tissue in the untreated compartments during the gait cycle, as calculated with FEM. The micro-damaged cartilage in the untreated compartment of OA patient will accelerate degeneration due to excessive strain, leading to the failure of UKA. Thus, we chose the maximum amount of data for pre-and post-operative changes in strain for each patient from five points through the stance phase of walking shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 4 we present the average strain for knee articular osteochondral tissue in the untreated compartment of one patient during the gait cycle. The average change in strain was greater in the 'after midstance' points of walking than in other points during gait, because that point has the greatest contact force. Those who undergo UKA usually have one sided degenerative compartment. This severe degenerative compartment is taking most of the load due to angular deformity and cartilage wear, thus protecting the opposite side of the knee. However, after UKA correction, the contact force distribution changes from one compartment to the other. Therefore, strain increases in the untreated compartment after UKA, which can also be seen in Fig. 4 . Feature selection is frequently adopted to identify and remove irrelevant and redundant information and help improve the performance of learning models. To identify the most relevant features with a high degree of discrimination between different sample types, we used the DX score method [34] , which was previously proposed and its effectiveness and efficiency confirmed.
Briefly, the DX score assesses the degree of dissimilarity between positive and negative types for each feature, normalized by sum of variances in the respective sample types. The DX can be mathematically represented as DX =
. We also used C-reactive protein (CRP) as an important biological factor in our model. CRP concentrations are measured after UKA (usually 2-4 weeks later) for diagnosis of potential infection in the untreated compartment. In addition, patients' body weight has been used for contact force F calculation during biomechanical feature extraction. Therefore, 21 features were chosen as input vector X i in the training model for the ith patient, i = 1, . . . , N . 
D. KERNEL LEAST MEAN SQUARE MODEL ESTIMATION
Outcomes after UKA are primarily judged by the patient's reports of pain during recovery and improvement in knee joint function based on the Oxford Knee Score. We stratified the patients into two groups according to the need for UKA revision within 2 years after initial surgery. Patients needing revision after follow-up were labeled as 0; those who did not were labeled as 1.
To model relationships between the strain information and the risk of UKA revision, we used a Kernel Least Mean Square (KLMS) approach [18] , [35] , [36] . KLMS is an online and adaptive regression algorithm based on kernels. This amounts to performing an implicit nonlinear transformation of the input data to a space of much higher dimensions, where data can be linearly separated. In addition, it is a nonlinear regression method which can also adapt filter parameters using a stochastic gradient approximation in reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces [36] .
Let
T ∈ R 21 be the input features of the ith patient, i = 1, . . . , N in the KLMS model. Let y i be the revision risk factors of UKA revision for the ith patient. We could learn a prediction function f such that f (X i ) = w, X i ≈ y i for each i. Weight vector w w 1 · · · ,w 21 .
Initialization:
. . .
At the N -th iteration:
e i φ(X i ).
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Note that w N is a vector composed of 21 elements. For simplicity, we denote the final estimated weight vector as ww N w 1 · · · ,w 21 . For a new patient whose features are denoted by X n+1 , the prediction result is: f (X n+1 ) = w, X n+1 .
In the above derivation, µ denotes the learning step setting as 0.01, and e i is the instantaneous prediction error at iteration i, e i = y i − f (X i ). This means the instantaneous error depends only on the difference between the desired response at the current time and the evaluation of the current sample X i with the previous system model f . φ(X i ), which maps each element of X i to an element in the kernel Hilbert spaces [36] . 
III. RESULTS
In our approach, for prediction of risk of UKA revision, one can simulate the gait biomechanical behavior on knee articular osteochondral tissue with FEM, and combine that with biological factors and patient's behavior into the KLMS model.
We compare the KLMS to the KRR model with the same data. To assess the accuracy of our approach, we conducted 5-fold cross-validation for our model and evaluated performance based on differences between the prediction risk factors and the ground truth using the Oxford Knee Score and based on results 2 years after UKA [17] represents the prediction performance of our approach. Cases 1-74 in Group A underwent UKA only, and Cases 75-86 in Group B underwent UKA revision (14%). The average of prediction accuracy was 90.69% (p < 0.05) for all cases (78 out of 86 in Supplement Table 1 ), which is better than the model [17] with the average prediction accuracy 81.39%. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The area under the curve (AUC) of prediction is 0.93. After fixing the cut-off point (the closest point to the upper left corner of this specific ROC curve and the highest achievable sensitivity and specificity of the test), such as (0.17, 0.94), we obtain a sensitivity of 0.94, and specificity of 0.83. Our approach performs well for predicting risk of UKA revision in OA patients. The combination of factors analyzed with a statistical learning method such as KLMS can substantially improve prediction of UKA revision risk.
Here we will study how the perturbation of input features (x 1 , · · · , x 21 ) and the corresponding 21 coefficients w 1 · · · ,w 21 affect the outcomes of the KLMS model. The 18 biomechanical features (x 1 , · · · , x 18 ) are directly related to contact force F, Young's modules E, and Poisson's ratio υ; the other 3 features (x 19 , x 20 , x 21 ) are BMI, age, and CRP, respectively. Thus, biomechanical features induced by contact force F, Young's modules E, and Poisson's ratio υ, BMI and age are considered as factors affecting patient's behavior, which can reflect their intensity of activity. CRP is used to assess potential inflammation in the cartilage, which can reflect tissue differences for each patient. We performed sensitivity analysis [37] , [38] to explore the model output variation upon perturbation of variables [39] , [40] such as contact force F, Young's modules E, Poisson's ratio υ, CRP, BMI, age and parameters [37] such as 21 coefficients w 1 · · · ,w 21 in KLMS. All of the factor values were perturbed over a range of 5%. Overall, this model is stable given that the output variance is bounded by 5%. Fig. 6 shows the effectiveness of factors in our model. The risk factor of UKA revision for all patients is insensitive to some material related parameters, e.g., E, υ, (1.4%-1.8% upon 5% parameter perturbation), but is relatively more sensitive to other individual factors such as CRP, BMI, age, and contact force (2.8%-3.5% upon 5% parameter perturbation). These results indicate that material-related parameters may have limited value in characterizing the behavior of knee articular osteochondral tissue after UKA. Thus, factors such as CRP, BMI, age, and contact force may impact rehabilitation for OA patients most significantly.
The 21 coefficients used as the important parameters in KLMS model were generated by an equation to describe the statistical relationships among various predictor variables and the response variable from training data. This equation can provide UKA revision risk prediction using new input data. This risk prediction is quite insensitive to the 21 coefficients (1.5%-2.7% upon 5% parameter perturbation), p < 0.05. Some coefficients w 5 ,w 9 ,w 13 ,w 18 in this model corresponding to certain biomechanical features for regions of cartilage with micro-damaged were relatively more sensitive (2.5%-2.7% upon 5% parameter perturbation) than others (1.5%-2.5%), p < 0.05.
IV. DISCUSSION
In clinical practice, excessive strain, tissue conditions and activity intensity during a patient's daily life may accelerate cartilage degeneration and result in the failure of UKA. To evaluate the risk of revision after UKA, our model focuses on biomechanical, biological factors and human behaviors affecting the probability of revision. The average prediction accuracy of our model is 90.69% for all cases (78 out of 86). In addition, no factors listed in Table 1 were dispositive to the predicted results.
Low-volume hospitals appeared to have a higher risk of revision than high-volume hospitals [41] . However, the difference in surgeons' experience within a high-volume hospital was negligible (p-value = 0.1741 via chi-squared test). The doctors' ratings are usually approximate and very high (see the column of doctor rating in Table 1 ) in official website of hospital.
In this study, patient body weight has no direct relationship with the risk of the UKA revision (p-value = 0.5126 via chi-squared test). Even though Heck et al. [42] reported that patients with higher weight have increased risk of revision after UKA, some patients with normal weight may also undergo revision. In the UKA only group in our study, the body weights of 3 patients (the 4 th , 5 th , 21 th , 27 th , 34 th , and 42 th cases) were higher than other cases, but they did not need revision after 2 years of follow-up. Thus, high body weight alone cannot explain the increased risk of UKA revision.
In our overall cohort, the mean change in strain (average of maximum change in strain measured pre-and post-operatively during a gait cycle) is not directly related to the risk of UKA revision, however, the distribution of strain change may affect the revision risk. The distribution of strain changes for different regions in the cartilage varies through gait cycle simulation. Some regions of the cartilage with high strain change during the gait cycle will accelerate knee articular osteochondral tissue degeneration, while the mean strain change may remain normal in these cases. Conversely, patients with large mean strain changes may not feel significant pain because the strain change may be uniformly distributed. Remarkable, our model can underly the mechanism of UKA revision. Among coefficients w i 19 i=1, the w 5 , w 9 , w 13 , w 18 are the biggest numbers that contribute mostly for the prediction of UKA revision. These 4 coefficients represent the biomechanical features in the regions of micro-damaged cartilage, which indicate the excessive strain during a patient's daily life may accelerate cartilage degeneration in the untreated compartment and result in the failure of UKA.
CRP is a biomarker used to indicate the presence of low-grade inflammation, a feature of cartilage degeneration, closely associated with risk of UKA revision. CRP values for the 3 cases with higher body weights (the 4 th , 5 th , 21 th , 27 th ,and 34 th cases) ranged from 0.4 to 5.1 mg/L (p < 0.05), within the normal reference range (0-10 mg/L), indicating that no inflammation exists. Conversely, the body weight of the patient who was the 80 th case is high and the CRP is also high (18.5 mg/L); this patient required a revision after UKA. This result suggests that inflammation in the tissue in the untreated compartment may have a significant impact on the risk of revision, and shows the value of CRP as an important factor associated with revision risk. It is well known that CRP levels may be influenced by age and obesity [43] . Higher BMI (25 to 30) often reflects less activity in daily life. A similar situation exists for age; older OA patients usually have less movement than younger individuals. Cartilage in the untreated compartment is less likely to be subjected to wear and tear in individuals with less movement, reducing the revision risk after UKA.
The predictions for 8 cases have failed probably because of non-biomechanical or biological factors are involved. For the 16 th , 40 th , 53 th , 64 th , 67 th , 77 th case, severe deformity after UKA likely resulted in unbalanced force in two compartments, and led to tissue damage and inflammation (e.g. a CRP level of 25.2 mg/L -33.8 mg/L, p < 0.05). The Oxford Knee Score was low in this patient, probably due to pain from the unbalanced force. In the 21 th and 83 th cases, surgical failure from implants loosening may have resulted in inflammation for the 21 th case (CRP level of 43.9 mg/L), and implants loosening were timely detected before appearing inflammation for the 83 th case. Further studies of the balance in contact force between the medial and lateral compartments during the gait cycle would be needed to address this point.
KLMS as an online kernel learning method provides efficient alternatives to approximate the desired nonlinearity incrementally. As training data are sequentially presented to the learning system, online learning requires, in general, much less memory and computational cost. Practically, the training datasets can be expended once a new patient's postoperative data are available. Parameters can be adaptively adjusted when a new sample is added to the training database. Therefore, KLMS is an adaptive learning mechanism that can leverage increasing numbers of samples to further fine-tune the prediction model.
In clinical practice, doctors monitor cases by x-ray data with severe osteoarthritis to determine whether immediate surgery is required or not, and CT data is primarily used to guide UKA surgery. The conditions of the cartilage in both compartments are assessed only by X-ray before surgery instead of using the arthroscopy. The assessment of knee OA uses X-ray, which has limited ability to discriminate conditions of the knee cartilage by grading joint space nar-row visually. Although X-ray may lack of accuracy, it's still used as an indicator in determining the surgery. This method increases the risk of UKA failure due to the inappropriate patient selection. Consequently, we developed this model to prevent the risks of UKA revision caused by biomechanical reason.
To avoid X-ray evaluation of the knee joint without standing (weight-bearing), we used the functional weight-bearing X-ray' s to determine the axis. The functional position of the knee joint is one of weight-bearing. When compared to non-weightbearing X-rays, deformities of the knee joint have been shown to increase on weightbearing X-rays. In addition, narrowing of the knee joint space on standing Xrays is associated with symptoms of osteoarthritis. Therefore, weightbearing X-rays give the most accurate assessment of the functional bony anatomy of the knee joint.
Our approach is a potentially powerful tool to support clinical decision-making for optimal patient selection and risk prediction, and to avoid re-operation, pain, and increased costs for osteoarthritis patients. The proposed system is novel because it is not just a machine learning approach, but also a biomechanical model underlying the mechanism of UKA revision. We compare the KLMS to the KRR model with the same data. The average prediction accuracy was 90.69% for all cases (78 out of 86 in Table 1 ),which is better than the model [17] with the average prediction accuracy 81.39%.
The limitations of our study include a small sample size and available data limited to biomechanical, clinical laboratory screening tests and patient demographics at a single institution. The inclusion criteria for this study cause include: no chronic pain syndrome; no severe angular deformity; the axis deformity of femur and tibia should be not exceed 10ř varus or valgus; no fracture, prosthesis instability, prosthesis loosening and stiffness, and no lateral unicompartmental arthroplasty.
V. CONCLUSION
The novelty of this work include 1) radiographicallydetermined changes in femoral angles, and loading force on osteochondral tissue calculated based on body weight and changes in the femoral angles for different patient behaviors; 2) an elastic model created to characterize biomechanical behavior of articular osteochondral tissues (cartilage and meniscus), and the Finite Element Method (FEM) applied to extract biomechanical properties; 3) the Kernel Least Mean Square (KLMS) method used to investigate relationships among biomechanical properties and the risk factors for UKA revision. We conceptually proved that this model can be a valuable decision-making system for surgical planning by predicting the risk of UKA revision using patient's preoperative clinical information.
Although knee cartilage micro-degeneration cannot be measured directly in vivo to evaluate the risk of UKA revision, the process can be estimated by combining biomechanical, biological factor and patient's behaviors in a statistical learning model. Here we propose an integrated approach to predict the risk of UKA revision by combining biomechanical information, biological factors and patient's behavior. Five points through the stance phase of walking were simulated via kinematics and kinetics. A three-dimensional FEM of the knee articular osteochondral tissue was simulated to extract biomechanical strain change during gait. The KLMS method was used to model the relationships among the biomechanical factor, biological factor, and patient's behaviors for UKA revision risk prediction. In summary, we have combined multiple important factors to create a surgical planning tool which may support clinical decision-making to reduce the risk of UKA revision in the future. 
